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ABSTRACT

Many important problems involve lustering large datasets.
Although naive implementations of lustering are omputationally expensive, there are established eÆ ient te hniques
for lustering when the dataset has either (1) a limited number of lusters, (2) a low feature dimensionality, or (3) a
small number of data points. However, there has been mu h
less work on methods of eÆ iently lustering datasets that
are large in all three ways at on e|for example, having
millions of data points that exist in many thousands of dimensions representing many thousands of lusters.
We present a new te hnique for lustering these large, highdimensional datasets. The key idea involves using a heap,
approximate distan e measure to eÆ iently divide the data
into overlapping subsets we all anopies. Then lustering is performed by measuring exa t distan es only between
points that o ur in a ommon anopy. Using anopies, large
lustering problems that were formerly impossible be ome
pra ti al. Under reasonable assumptions about the heap
distan e metri , this redu tion in omputational ost omes
without any loss in lustering a ura y. Canopies an be
applied to many domains and used with a variety of lustering approa hes, in luding Greedy Agglomerative Clustering,
K-means and Expe tation-Maximization. We present experimental results on grouping bibliographi itations from
the referen e se tions of resear h papers. Here the anopy
approa h redu es omputation time over a traditional lustering approa h by more than an order of magnitude and
de reases error in omparison to a previously used algorithm
by 25%.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.5.3 [Pattern Re ognition℄: Clustering; H.3.3 [Information
Storage and Retrieval℄: Information Sear h and Retrieval|
Clustering
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1. INTRODUCTION

Unsupervised lustering te hniques have been applied to
many important problems. By lustering patient re ords,
health are trends are dis overed. By lustering address
lists, dupli ate entries are eliminated. By lustering astronomi al data, new lasses of stars are identi ed. By lustering do uments, hierar hi al organizations of information are
derived. To address these appli ations, and many others, a
variety of lustering algorithms have been developed.
However, traditional lustering algorithms be ome omputationally expensive when the data set to be lustered is
large. There are three di erent ways in whi h the data set
an be large: (1) there an be a large number of elements in
the data set, (2) ea h element an have many features, and
(3) there an be many lusters to dis over. Re ent advan es
in lustering algorithms have addressed these eÆ ien y issues, but only partially. For example, KD-trees [15℄ provide
for eÆ ient EM-style lustering of many elements, but require that the dimensionality of ea h element be small. Another algorithm [3℄ eÆ iently performs K-means lustering
by nding good initial starting points, but is not eÆ ient
when the number of lusters is large. There has been almost no work on algorithms that work eÆ iently when the
data set is large in all three senses at on e|when there are
millions of elements, many thousands of features, and many
thousands of lusters.
This paper introdu es a te hnique for lustering that is eÆient when the problem is large in all of these three ways at
on e. The key idea is to perform lustering in two stages,
rst a rough and qui k stage that divides the data into overlapping subsets we all \ anopies," then a more rigorous
nal stage in whi h expensive distan e measurements are
only made among points that o ur in a ommon anopy.
This di ers from previous lustering methods in that it uses
two di erent distan e metri s for the two stages, and forms
overlapping regions.
The rst stage an make use of extremely inexpensive methods for nding data elements near the enter of a region.
Many proximity measurement methods, su h as the inverted
index ommonly used in information retrieval systems, are
very eÆ ient in high dimensions and an nd elements near
the query by examining only a small fra tion of a data set.

Variants of the inverted index an also work for real-valued
data.
On e the anopies are built using the approximate distan e
measure, the se ond stage ompletes the lustering by running a standard lustering algorithm using a rigorous, and
thus more expensive distan e metri . However, signi ant
omputation is saved by eliminating all of the distan e omparisons among points that do not fall within a ommon
anopy. Unlike hard-partitioning s hemes su h as \blo king" [13℄ and KD-trees, the overall algorithm is tolerant to
ina ura ies in the approximate distan e measure used to
reate the anopies be ause the anopies may overlap with
ea h other.
From a theoreti al standpoint, if we an guarantee ertain
properties of the inexpensive distan e metri , we an show
that the original, a urate lustering solution an still be
re overed with the anopies approa h. In other words, if
the inexpensive lustering does not ex lude the solution for
the expensive lustering, then we will not lose any lustering
a ura y. In pra ti e, we have a tually found small a ura y
in reases due to the ombined usage of two distan e metri s.
Clustering based on anopies an be applied to many di erent underlying lustering algorithms, in luding Greedy Agglomerative Clustering, K-means, and Expe tation-Maximization.
This paper presents experimental results in whi h we apply
the anopies method with Greedy Agglomerative Clustering
to the problem of lustering bibliographi itations from the
referen e se tions of omputer s ien e resear h papers. The
Cora resear h paper sear h engine [11℄ has gathered over a
million su h referen es referring to about a hundred thousand unique papers; ea h referen e is a text segment existing in a vo abulary of about hundred thousand dimensions.
Multiple itations to the same paper di er in many ways,
parti ularly in the way author, editor and journal names are
abbreviated, formatted and ordered. Our goal is to luster
these itations into sets that ea h refer to the same arti le.
Measuring a ura y on a hand- lustered subset onsisting of
about 2000 referen es, we nd that the anopies approa h
speeds the lustering by an order of magnitude while also
providing a modest improvement in lustering a ura y. On
the full data set we expe t the speedup to be ve orders of
magnitude.

2.

EFFICIENT CLUSTERING
WITH CANOPIES

The key idea of the anopy algorithm is that one an greatly
redu e the number of distan e omputations required for
lustering by rst heaply partitioning the data into overlapping subsets, and then only measuring distan es among
pairs of data points that belong to a ommon subset.
The anopies te hnique thus uses two di erent sour es of
information to luster items: a heap and approximate similarity measure (e.g., for household address, the proportion
of words in ommon between two address) and a more expensive and a urate similarity measure (e.g., detailed eldby- eld string edit distan e measured with tuned transformation osts and dynami programming).

We divide the lustering pro ess into two stages. In the rst
stage we use the heap distan e measure in order to reate some number of overlapping subsets, alled \ anopies."
A anopy is simply a subset of the elements (i.e. data
points or items) that, a ording to the approximate similarity measure, are within some distan e threshold from a
entral point. Signi antly, an element may appear under
more than one anopy, and every element must appear in at
least one anopy. Canopies are reated with the intention
that points not appearing in any ommon anopy are far
enough apart that they ould not possibly be in the same
luster. Sin e the distan e measure used to reate anopies
is approximate, there may not be a guarantee of this property, but by allowing anopies to overlap with ea h other, by
hoosing a large enough distan e threshold, and by understanding the properties of the approximate distan e measure, we an have a guarantee in some ases.
The ir les with solid outlines in Figure 1 show an example
of overlapping anopies that over a data set. The method
by whi h anopies su h as these may be reated is des ribed
in the next subse tion.
In the se ond stage, we exe ute some traditional lustering algorithm, su h as Greedy Agglomerative Clustering or
K-means using the a urate distan e measure, but with the
restri tion that we do not al ulate the distan e between two
points that never appear in the same anopy, i.e. we assume
their distan e to be in nite. For example, if all items are
trivially pla ed into a single anopy, then the se ond round
of lustering degenerates to traditional, un onstrained lustering with an expensive distan e metri . If, however, the
anopies are not too large and do not overlap too mu h,
then a large number of expensive distan e measurements
will be avoided, and the amount of omputation required
for lustering will be greatly redu ed. Furthermore, if the
onstraints on the lustering imposed by the anopies still inlude the traditional lustering solution among the possibilities, then the anopies pro edure may not lose any lustering a ura y, while still in reasing omputational eÆ ien y
signi antly.
We an state more formally the onditions under whi h the
anopies pro edure will perfe tly preserve the results of traditional lustering. If the underlying traditional lusterer is
K-means, Expe tation-Maximization or Greedy Agglomerative Clustering in whi h distan e to a luster is measured
to the entroid of the luster, then lustering a ura y will
be preserved exa tly when:
For every traditional luster, there exists a anopy
su h that all elements of the luster are in the
anopy.
If instead we perform Greedy Agglomerative Clustering lustering in whi h distan e to a luster is measure to the losest
point in the luster, then lustering a ura y will be preserved exa tly when:
For every luster, there exists a set of anopies
su h that the elements of the luster \ onne t"
the anopies.

tations might be lustered with a heap similarity metri
whi h only looks at the last names of the authors and the
year of publi ation, even though the whole text of the referen e and the arti le are available.
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At other times, espe ially when the individual features are
noisy, one may still want to use all of the many features of
an item. The following se tion des ribes a distan e metri
and method of reating anopies that often provides good
performan e in su h ases. For on reteness, we onsider
the ase in whi h do uments are the items and words in
the do ument are the features; the method is also broadly
appli able to other problems with similar stru ture.
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Figure 1: An example of four data lusters and the
anopies that over them. Points belonging to the
same luster are olored in the same shade of gray.
The anopies were reated by the method outlined
in se tion 2.1. Point A was sele ted at random
and forms a anopy onsisting of all points within
the outer (solid) threshold. Points inside the inner (dashed) threshold are ex luded from being the
enter of, and forming new anopies. Canopies for
B, C, D, and E were formed similarly to A. Note
that the optimality ondition holds: for ea h luster there exists at least one anopy that ompletely
ontains that luster. Note also that while there is
some overlap, there are many points ex luded by
ea h anopy. Expensive distan e measurements will
only be made between pairs of points in the same
anopies, far fewer than all possible pairs in the data
set.
We have found in pra ti e that it is not diÆ ult to reate inexpensive distan e measures that nearly always satisfy these
\ anopy properties."

2.1 Creating Canopies

In most ases, a user of the anopies te hnique will be able to
leverage domain-spe i features in order to design a heap
distan e metri and eÆ iently reate anopies using the metri . For example, if the data onsist of a large number of
hospital patient re ords in luding diagnoses, treatments and
payment histories, a heap measure of similarity between the
patients might be \1" if they have a diagnosis in ommon
and \0" if they do not. In this ase anopy reation is trivial: people with a ommon diagnosis fall in the same anopy.
(More sophisti ated versions ould take a ount of the hierar hi al stru ture of diagnoses su h as ICD9 odes, or ould
also in lude se ondary diagnoses.) Note, however, that people with multiple diagnoses will fall into multiple anopies
and thus the anopies will overlap.
Often one or a small number of features suÆ e to build
anopies, even if the items being lustered (e.g. the patients)
have thousands of features. For example, bibliographi i-

2.1.1 A Cheap Distance Metric
All the very fast distan e metri s for text used by sear h
engines are based on the inverted index. An inverted index
is a sparse matrix representation in whi h, for ea h word,
we an dire tly a ess the list of do uments ontaining that
word. When we want to nd all do uments lose to a given
query, we need not expli itly measure the distan e to all
do uments in the olle tion, but need only examine the list
of do uments asso iated with ea h word in the query. The
great majority of the do uments, whi h have no words in
ommon with the query, need never be onsidered. Thus we
an use an inverted index to eÆ iently al ulate a distan e
metri that is based on the number of words two do uments
have in ommon.
Given the above distan e metri , one an reate anopies
as follows. Start with a list of the data points in any order,
and with two distan e thresholds, T1 and T2 , where T1 > T2 .
(These thresholds an be set by the user, or, as in our experiments, sele ted by ross-validation.) Pi k a point o
the list and approximately measure its distan e to all other
points. (This is extremely heap with an inverted index.)
Put all points that are within distan e threshold T1 into a
anopy. Remove from the list all points that are within distan e threshold T2 . Repeat until the list is empty. Figure 1
shows some anopies that were reated by this pro edure.
The idea of an inverted index an also be applied to highdimensional real-valued data. Ea h dimension would be disretized into some number of bins, ea h ontaining a balan ed number of data points. Then ea h data point is effe tively turned into a \do ument" ontaining \words" onsisting of the unique bin identi ers for ea h dimension of the
point. If one is worried about edge e e ts at the boundaries
between bins, we an in lude in a data point's do ument the
identi ers not only of the bin in whi h the point is found,
but also the bins on either side. Then, as above, a heap
distan e measure an be based on the the number of bin
identi ers the two points have in ommon. A similar pro edure has been used previously with su ess [8℄.

2.2 Canopies with Greedy Agglomerative
Clustering

Greedy Agglomerative Clustering (GAC) is a ommon lustering te hnique used to group items together based on similarity. In standard greedy agglomerative lustering, we are
given as input a set of items and a means of omputing the
distan e (or similarity) between any of the pairs of items.

The items are then ombined into lusters by su essively
ombining the two losest lusters until one has redu ed the
number of lusters to a target number.
We use a standard implementation of greedy agglomerative
lustering (GAC): Initialize ea h element to be a luster of
size one, ompute the distan es between all pairs of lusters,
sort the distan es from smallest to largest, and then repeatedly merge the two lusters whi h are losest together until
one is left with the desired number of lusters.
In the standard GAC implementation, we need to apply the
distan e fun tion O(n2 ) times to al ulate all pair-wise distan es between items. A anopies-based implementation of
GAC an drasti ally redu e this required number of omparisons.
Using a heap, approximate distan e measure overlapping
anopies are reated. When the anopies property holds,
we are guaranteed that any two points that do not share
a anopy will not fall into the same luster. Thus, we do
not need to al ulate the distan es between these pairs of
points. Equivalently, we an initialize all distan es to innity and only repla e pairwise distan es when two items
fall into the same anopy. As dis ussed in Se tion 2.4, this
vastly redu es the required number of distan e al ulations
for greedy agglomerative lustering.

2.3 Canopies with Expectation-Maximization
Clustering

One an also use the anopies idea to speed up prototypebased lustering methods like K-means and Expe tationMaximization (EM). In general, neither K-means nor EM
spe ify how many lusters to use. The anopies te hnique
does not help this hoi e.
As before, the anopies redu e the number of expensive distan e omparisons that need to be performed. We reate the
anopies as before. We now des ribe three di erent methods of using anopies with prototype-based lustering te hniques.

Method 1: In this approa h, prototypes (our estimates of

the luster entroids) are asso iated with the anopies that
ontain them, and the prototypes are only in uen ed by
data that are inside their asso iated anopies.
After reating the anopies, we de ide how many prototypes
will be reated for ea h anopy. This ould be done, for
example, using the number of data points in a anopy and
AIC or BIC [1℄|where points that o ur in more than one
anopy are ounted fra tionally. Then we pla e prototypes
into ea h anopy. This initial pla ement an be random, as
long as it is within the anopy in question, as determined
by the inexpensive distan e metri .
Then, instead of al ulating the distan e from ea h prototype to every point (as is traditional, a O(nk) operation), the
E-step instead al ulates the distan e from ea h prototype
to a mu h smaller number of points. For ea h prototype, we
nd the anopies that ontain it (using the heap distan e
metri ), and only al ulate distan es (using the expensive
distan e metri ) from that prototype to points within those

1
2

3

Prototypes moved by

only points in same
anopy as prototype
points in same
anopy as prototype
plus all others summarized
by anopy enters
only points in same
anopy as prototype

Number of prototypes
onstant, initialized
per anopy
onstant, initialized
over whole data set

initialized per anopy,
but reated and destroyed
dynami ally

Table 1: A summary of the three di erent methods
of ombining anopies and EM.
anopies.
Note that by this pro edure prototypes may move a ross
anopy boundaries when anopies overlap. Prototypes may
move to over the data in the overlapping region, and then
move entirely into another anopy in order to over data
there.
The anopy-modi ed EM algorithm behaves very similarly
to traditional EM, with the slight di eren e that points outside the anopy have no in uen e on points in the anopy,
rather than a minute in uen e. If the anopy property holds,
and points in the same luster fall in the same anopy, then
the anopy-modi ed EM will almost always onverge to the
same maximum in likelihood as the traditional EM. In fa t,
the di eren e in ea h iterative step (apart from the enormous omputational savings of omputing fewer terms) will
be negligible sin e points outside the anopy will have exponentially small in uen e.
K-means gives not just similar results for anopies and the
traditional setting, but exa tly identi al lusters. In Kmeans ea h data point is assigned to a single prototype.
As long as the heap and expensive distan e metri s are
suÆ iently similar that the nearest prototype (as al ulated
by the expensive distan e metri ) is within the boundaries
of the anopies that ontain that data point (as al ulated
with the heap distan e metri ), then the same prototype
will always win.

Method 2: We might like to have a version of the anopies
method that, instead of for ing us to pi k a number of prototypes for ea h anopy separately, allows us to sele t the
number of prototypes that will over the whole data set.
Method 2 makes this possible. As before, prototypes are asso iated with anopies, and are only in uen ed by individual
data points that are inside their anopies. However, in this
method, prototypes are in uen ed by all the other data too,
but data points outside the prototype's asso iated anopy
are represented simply by the mean of their anopies. In
this respe t, Method 2 is identi al to Omohundro's balltrees
[17℄. Method 2 di ers, however, in that the anopies are reated highly eÆ iently, using a heap distan e metri . Not
only is it more omputationally eÆ ient to ompute the distan e between two points using the heap distan e metri ,
but the use of inverted indi es avoids ompletely omputing
the distan e to many points.
Method 3: There are many existing traditional methods

for dynami ally determining the number of prototypes (e.g.
[18℄). Te hniques for reating and destroying prototypes are
parti ularly attra tive when thinking about Method 1. Here
we have the simpli ity of ompletely ignoring all data points
outside a prototype's asso iated luster, with the problem,
however, that we may have too many or too few prototypes
within the anopy. In Method 3, as in Method 1, prototypes
are asso iated with anopies and only see points within their
anopy. Here, however, we use te hniques that reate (and
possibly destroy) prototypes dynami ally during lustering.
We avoid reating multiple prototypes to over points that
fall into more than one anopy by invoking a \ onservation
of mass" prin iple for points. In pra ti e, this means that
the ontribution of ea h point is divided among the anopies,
as falling out naturally from the normalization in the E-step:
as is traditional, membership to a prototype is determined
by dividing the inverse distan e to the prototype by the
sum of inverse distan es to all the prototypes to whi h its
distan e was measured, even if some of those prototypes fall
in di erent anopies.

2.4 Computational Complexity

We an formally quantify the omputational savings of the
anopies te hnique. The te hnique has two omponents: a
relatively fast step where the anopies are reated, followed
by a relatively slow lustering pro ess. If we reate anopies
using an inverted index, we do not need to perform even the
omplete pair-wise distan e omparisons. If we assume that
ea h do ument has w words, and these words are evenly
distributed a ross the vo abulary V , then we an ompare
a do ument to n other do uments in O(nw2 =jV j). This
anopy reation ost is typi ally insigni ant in omparison
to the more detailed lustering phase.
Assume that we have n data points that originated from
k
lusters. For on reteness, rst onsider the Greedy Agglomerative Clustering algorithm. Clustering without anopies requires al ulating the distan e between all pairs of
points, an O(n2 ) operation. This is the dominating omplexity term in GAC lustering. Now onsider how this
is redu ed by using anopies. Assume that there are
anopies and that ea h data point on average falls into f
anopies. This fa tor f estimates the amount to whi h the
anopies overlap with ea h other. Now, in an optimisti
s enario where ea h anopy is of equal size, there will be
roughly f n= data points per anopy. When lustering with
anopies we need only al ulate the distan es between pairs
of points within the same anopy. This requires at most
2
2 2
O ( (f n= ) ) = O (f n = ) distan e measurements. (This is
probably an over-estimate, as the same points tend to fall
into multiple anopies together, and we only need to alulate their distan es on e.) This represents a redu tion in
omplexity of f 2 = . In general, will be mu h larger than f .
Given a typi al ase in whi h n = 1; 000; 000, k = 10; 000,
= 1; 000, and f is a small onstant, the anopies te hnique
redu es omputation by a fa tor of 1; 000.
In the ase of K-means or Expe tation-Maximization, lustering without anopies requires O(nk) distan e omparisons per iteration of lustering ( nding the distan e between ea h data point and ea h luster prototype). Consider the EM method 1, where ea h luster belongs to one
or more anopy. Assume that lusters have roughly the same
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Figure 2: Three sample itations to the same paper.
Note the di erent layout formats, and the mistakes
in spelling that make it diÆ ult to identify these as
itations to the same paper.
overlap fa tor f as data points do. Then, ea h luster needs
to ompare itself to the f n= points in f di erent anopies.
For all lusters, this is O(nkf 2 = ) per iteration, yielding the
same omplexity redu tion as seen for GAC.
In the experimental results des ribed in a following se tion,
is on the order of 1,000, so the savings are signi ant. In
an industrial sized merge-purge problem, far more anopies
would be used, and full pair-wise distan e al ulations would
not at all be feasible.

3. CLUSTERING TEXTUAL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC REFERENCES

In this se tion we provide empiri al eviden e that using
anopies for lustering an in rease omputational eÆ ien y
by an order of magnitude without losing any lustering a ura y. We demonstrate these results in the domain of bibliographi referen es.
The Cora web site (www. ora.whizbang. om) provides a sear h
interfa e to over 50,000 omputer s ien e resear h papers
[11℄. As part of the site's fun tionality, we provide an interfa e for traversing the itation graph. That is, for a given
paper, we provide links to all other papers it referen es, and
links to all other papers that referen e it, in the respe tive
bibliography se tion of ea h paper. To provide this interfa e
to the data, it is ne essary to re ognize when two itations
from di erent papers are referen ing the same third paper,
even though the text of the itations may di er. For example, one paper may abbreviate rst author names, while the
se ond may in lude them. Some typi al itations are shown
in Figure 2. Note that di erent styles of referen e formatting and abbreviation, as well as outright itation mistakes,
make this a diÆ ult task to automate. We pose this as a
lustering problem, where the task is to take all the itations from all papers in the olle tion, and luster them so
that ea h luster ontains all and only itations to a single paper. Sin e the Cora olle tion ontains over a million
bibliographi entries, it is ne essary to perform this lustering eÆ iently. Using straightforward GAC would take more
than one CPU year, assuming unlimited memory. If we
estimate the total number of anopies and average anopy
membership from labeled dataset used below, the anopies
approa h will provide a speedup of ve orders of magnitude,
redu ing the lustering time to a ouple hours.

3.1 Distance Metrics for Citations

The basi lustering approa h we use is Greedy Agglomerative Clustering. In order to perform lustering in this
domain, we must provide a distan e metri for the spa e
of bibliographi itations. A powerful hoi e for measuring the distan e between strings is string edit distan e, as
al ulated by dynami programming using di erent osts
asso iated with various transformation rules [21℄.
Sin e we know that that the strings are referen es, we hoose
transformation ost parameters spe i to this domain. There
are di erent transformation osts for (1) deleting a hara ter, (2) deleting a hara ter where the last operation was
also a deletion, (3) deleting a period, (4) deleting a hara ter in one string when the other string is urrently at a
period, (5) substituting one hara ter for another hara ter, (6) substituting a non-alphabeti hara ter for another
non-alphabeti hara ter, and (7) deleting a non-alphabeti
hara ter.
One diÆ ulty with applying string edit distan es to the domain of itations is that one annot easily represent eld
transpositions (e.g. pla ing the year after the author instead
of at the end of the itation) as an atomi ost operation in
the dynami programming. We expe t there to be strong
similarity between the individual elds of itations to the
same paper, but do not expe t strong orrelations in the
ordering of the elds. Thus, we de ne our distan e metri
to be the weighted average of the distan es of ea h of the
elds o urring in the itations. The elds of ea h itation
are found automati ally using a hidden Markov model [11℄;
this eld extra tion pro ess is not des ribed in this paper.
The string edit distan e al ulations are relatively expensive, sin e a dynami program must be solved to a ount
for possible insertions, deletions, and transpositions. Doing
a full lustering for the Cora dataset would involve solving
over one trillion of these dynami programs, and is learly
untenable. To make this feasible, we use the anopies approa h with a two-pass pro ess, rst using an inexpensive
distan e metri to limit the number of string edit distan es
we must ompute.
As des ribed in se tion 2.1.1, we use an inverted index and
the method of two thresholds to inexpensively reate the
anopies. Spe i ally, the distan e between two itations is
measured by onsidering ea h itation as a short do ument,
and measuring similarity using the text sear h engine Ar her
[12℄. Similarity between two itations is the standard TFIDF
osine-similarity from information retrieval [19℄. This oarse
metri allows approximate overlapping anopies to be reated very qui kly.

3.2 Dataset, Protocol and Evaluation Metrics

In order to evaluate both the speed and a ura y of our
lustering algorithms, we take a subset of the Cora itation
data and hand-label it a ording to its orre t lustering.
Our labeled data onsist of all itations from our olle tion to papers authored by either Mi hael Kearns, Robert
S hapire or Yoav Freund. We identify these papers by generous substring mat hing on the author names, and then
prune out papers not authored by one of our subje ts. In all,
this omprises 1916 itations to 121 distin t papers. About

one-quarter of the papers have only one or two referen e to
them; several papers have many referen es to them. The
most popular paper is ited 108 times.
To luster the itations we use the two-thresholds anopy
reation and then nearest-neighbor Greedy Agglomerative
Clustering with the string edit distan es on the extra ted
elds as the expensive distan e metri . We use only four
elds of the itation for the string edit distan e al ulation:
author, title, date, and venue (e.g. journal name or onferen e name). All elds are lower- ased. Dates are redu ed to
a four-digit year. Titles and venues are trun ated at 60 hara ters. Author elds are simpli ed by automati ally abbreviating the rst name of the rst author. The HMM makes
a number of errors, whi h build on the natural variation in
itations. The worst of these are xed in a pre-pro essing
stage.
There are three tunable parameters for the anopies lustering: the tight and loose thresholds for the heap distan e
metri , and the stopping point for the Greedy Agglomerative Clustering. We tuned these three parameters on a
separate, similarly sized validation dataset for the authors
S ott Fahlman, Dennis Kibler and Paul Utgo . The string
edit osts for the di erent operations were set to hand- oded
values. Learning and tuning these string edit weights automati ally is an area of ongoing resear h.
In analyzing the results, we present several metri s for evaluating the quality of the lustering. All our metri s are
de ned in terms of all pairs of itations. Thus, the error
rate is the fra tion of pairs of itations that are orre tly
in the same luster (if they referen e the same paper) or in
di erent lusters (if they referen e di erent papers). Sin e
the vast majority of pairs of itations fall into di erent lusters, error is not the most informative metri . Thus, we
onsider the pre ision, re all and the F1 metri that do not
redit an algorithm for orre tly pla ing itations into different lusters. These metri s are standard measures used
in information retrieval. Pre ision is the fra tion of orre t
predi tions among all pairs of itations predi ted to fall in
the same luster. Re all is the fra tion of orre t predi tions
among all pairs of itations that truly fall in the same luster. F1 is the harmoni average of pre ision and re all. It is
a single summary statisti that does not redit an algorithm
for orre tly pla ing the overwhelming number of pairs into
di erent lusters.
We use a series of four in reasingly sophisti ated methods
for omparing the omputational eÆ ien y and lustering
a ura y of using the anopy framework. The most naive
baseline is to simply pla e ea h itation into its own luster.
This represents the straw-man performan e if no omputation is used for the lustering. As a se ond baseline, we
reate by hand a regular expression that identi es the last
name of the rst author, and the year of ea h itation. Ea h
itation is pla ed into the same luster as any other paper
published in the same year by an author with the same last
name. This baseline represents a bibliographi map done
with a large amount of manual tuning, but without an automati lustering algorithm. As a third omparison, we use
the urrent grouping algorithm used by Cora [11℄. This is a
word-mat hing algorithm that is similar to the two thresh-

Method
Canopies
Complete, Expensive
Existing Cora
Author/Year Baseline
Naive Baseline

F1 Error Pre ision
0.838 0.75%
0.735
0.835 0.76%
0.737
0.784 1.03%
0.673
0.697 1.60%
0.559
| 1.99%
1.000

Re all
0.976
0.965
0.939
0.926
0.000

Minutes
7.65
134.09
0.03
0.03
|

Table 2: The error and time osts of di erent methods of lustering referen es. The naive baseline pla es
ea h itation in its own luster. The Author/Year baseline lusters ea h itation based on the year and rst
author of the itation, identi ed by hand-built regular expressions. The existing Cora method is a word
mat hing based te hnique. Note that the anopy lustering is mu h qui ker, and slightly more a urate than
the omplete lustering. Time is measured in minutes for the Perl implementations (ex ept the existing
Cora, whi h is implemented in C).
0.95
Tight 0.85
Threshold 0.75
0.65
0.55

0.95
0.85
0.566 (7.15) 0.667 (9.13)
|
0.713 (5.85)
|
|
|
|
|
|

Loose Threshold
0.75
0.65
0.835 (10.72) 0.836 (18.77)
0.833 (8.12)
0.835 (10.67)
0.840 (5.50)
0.836 (8.80)
|
0.838 (7.65)
|
|

0.836
0.836
0.836
0.836
0.836

0.55
(35.53)
(24.10)
(24.17)
(15.97)
(15.93)

Table 3: F1 results reated by varying the parameters for the tight and loose thresholds during anopy
reation. The number in parenthesis is the omputation time in minutes for the lustering. As we de rease
the loose threshold and in rease the tight threshold, omputation time in reases as we are required to al ulate
more pairwise expensive distan es. The parameter setting hosen by our ross-validation is indi ated in bold.
olds mat hing, ex ept that (1) it uses only the titles, authors
and years from ea h itation, and (2) it reates a lustering
that is non-overlapping. Our nal method is to perform
the omplete hierar hi al agglomerative lustering with the
string edit distan e metri . This represents a very expensive
baseline, but one that should perform a urately. All methods are implemented in Perl, ex ept for the existing Cora
algorithm, whi h is implemented in C. Experiments are run
on a 300 MHz Pentium-II with enough memory that there
is no paging a tivity.

3.3 Experimental Results

Table 3.2 presents a summary of the experimental results
with the anopy lustering, where the threshold parameters
and the number of lusters are tuned on the separate validation set. The anopy lustering algorithm a hieves an F1
of 0.838 in only 7.65 minutes. In omparison, the omplete
lustering takes over two hours, and has slightly worse error.
Note that this represents more than an order of magnitude
redu tion in omputation time.
Although the original motivation for the algorithm was omputation time and size, the anopies approa h also provides
a slightly more a urate lustering algorithm. Our hypothesis about this somewhat surprising result is that the two
levels of lustering (the loose anopies and the stri t string
edit) work together in some sense. The heap distan e metri produ es errors mostly independent from those of the
expensive distan e metri . This allows the heap anopy
partitioning to remove some errors that the expensive lustering would have made.
The other omparison te hniques all give worse lustering

solutions than those using anopies. The error of the baseline naive approa h is more than twi e that of either lustering approa h. Using either the author/year or the existing
Cora te hniques improves upon the baseline a ura y, but
is still signi antly worse than either lustering te hnique.
In performing a anopy lustering, two sets of parameters
need to be hosen: the values for the two anopy thresholds, and the number of nal lusters. Table 3 shows experimental results that vary the values of the tight and
the loose thresholds. The number of omparisons done by
the expensive lustering algorithms varies when the thresholds hange, be ause the number and size of the anopies
hanges. In general as the tight similarity threshold inreases and the loose threshold de reases, more distan e
measurements are required. For example, with fTight=0.95,
Loose=0.55g 261,072 expensive distan e al ulations are required. With fTight=0.75, Loose=0.75g, the best performan e seen, only 41,142 distan es are required, nearly six
times less. This means that the anopy reation is nding
pairs that belong together, even if their distan es are not
so lose. As a omparison, doing the omplete lustering,
without anopies, requires 1,834,570 expensive distan e alulations, and the parameters pi ked by the validation set,
fTight=0.65, Loose=0.65g, required 41,141. With larger
datasets, this di eren e be omes even more pronoun ed, as
the number of distan e al ulations required by the full lustering grows by the square of the number of items.
Table 4 shows how the error of the anopy lustering varies
when the nal number of lusters is hanged. Note that
having the orre t number of lusters (121), or slightly more,
provides the best a ura y. Detailed error analysis shows
that most of our error (85% of it) omes from itations that

# Clusters Distan e
260
189
143
129
121
110
105
100
95
91
90

4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24

F1

0.789
0.807
0.833
0.837
0.839
0.838
0.812
0.791
0.756
0.752
0.752

Pre ision Re all
0.809
0.752
0.746
0.742
0.742
0.735
0.694
0.663
0.614
0.609
0.609

0.770
0.871
0.942
0.960
0.965
0.975
0.980
0.981
0.983
0.984
0.984

Table 4: The a ura y of the lustering as we vary
the nal number of lusters. Note that the best
F1 s ore o urs near the orre t number of lusters
(121). As we allow more lusters, the pre ision inreases, while the re all de reases.
should be in di erent lusters, but are predi ted to be in
the same luster. Canopy lustering still make three times as
many mistakes falsely putting referen es in the same luster,
rather than falsely putting referen es in di erent lusters.

4.

RELATED WORK

Many resear hers and pra titioners have re ognized the desirability|and the diÆ ulty|of grouping similar items in large
data sets into lustering. The methods used tend to fall into
two ategories: database methods for nding near dupli ate
re ords and lustering algorithms.
The extensive literature on lustering algorithms goes ba k
many years. (See e.g. [2℄.) Almost all of the methods use
some single method of omputing similarity between pairs
of items. These items are then either greedily or iteratively lustered based on their similarity. Standard lustering methods in lude: greedy agglomerative methods, greedy
divisive methods, and iterative methods su h as K-means
lustering. More re ent variants on these lassi al lustering
methods use (iterative) EM methods to estimate parameters
in formal statisti al models or use other forms of overlapping
lusters to improve pre ision [22℄. They may also represent
subsets of the data by single points [23℄ or use in remental lustering to improve lustering speed on large data sets
[20℄. The EM and statisti al methods tend to be slow, while
the one-pass in remental methods tend to be less a urate.
The anopies method des ribed here di ers from the above
methods in that is makes use of two di erent similarity measures. By using the ruder similarity measure to qui kly
form anopies and then using the more re ned similarity
measure to form smaller lusters, both high speed and high
pre ision are obtained.
Closely related to the above methods are a large number
of extensions to and variants on KD-trees [5℄ su h as multiresolution KD-trees [15℄, whi h re ursively partition the data
into subgroups. Almost all of these methods su er from doing hard partitions, where ea h item must be on a single side
of ea h partition. Cheap, approximate similarity measures
thus annot be used, sin e if an item is put on the wrong

side of a partition there is no way to later orre t the error.
KD-tree methods also typi ally s ale poorly for items with
large numbers of attributes, as splits are generally made on
a single attribute. The balltrees method [17℄ does use overlapping regions, but still assumes that a tree stru ture an
be made. Like the other KD-tree methods, it does not make
use of the two (expensive and heap) similarity measures
upon whi h the anopies method is based.
A separate line of work on lustering omes from users of
databases. The re ord linkage [16, 4, 10℄ or merge{purge [7℄
problem o urs when a ompany pur hases multiple databases, su h as multiple mailing lists, and wishes to determine whi h re ords are near dupli ates (i.e. refer to the
same person) so that the lists an be merged and the dupli ates purged. This is a spe ial ase of lustering problem
addressed above, in whi h the lusters are small and items in
ea h luster are typi ally quite distin t from items in other
lusters.
In one approa h to the merge{purge problem, multiple different keys are used to determine \dupli ate" re ords, and
the results of those di erent lusters are ombined [7℄. For
example, a database is reated by ombining multiple databases whi h may ontain dupli ate or near dupli ate re ords.
This omposite database is sorted separately on multiple
keys (address, so ial se urity number, et .). For ea h sorting, items within a small window of ea h other are he ked
to see if they are near dupli ates, and if so ombined. In
a losely related approa h, the database is sorted using an
appli ation-spe i key (e.g. last name) and then a more expensive similarity is omputed between items that are lose
in the sorted list [13, 14℄. Like the other merge{purge resear hers, Monge and Elkan assume that an exa t mat h in
a single eld establishes whether two items are dupli ates;
our anopies algorithm allows for more omplex omparisons, su h as are used in lustering methods like K-means,
and is more tolerant of noise. Expli itly assigning items to
multiple anopies allows rigorous methods su h as EM to
be used within ea h anopy, and lear omputational ost
estimates to be made.
Hylton [9℄ omes even loser to our anopies algorithm. He
proposes a method of lustering referen es to published arti les whi h uses a two step algorithm. In the rst step,
for ea h item (i.e. for ea h referen e) a pool of potentially
mat hing items is sele ted by doing three full-text sear hes,
where the query for ea h sear h onsists of one of the authors' last names and two words from the title, sele ted at
random. In the se ond step, all items in ea h pool are ompared against the item used to generate the pool, using a
string mat hing algorithm. He then for es all items whi h
have been grouped together into a single group. For example, if items A and B were grouped together based on the
queries about A and items B and C were grouped together
in the queries about C, then A, B, and C would end up in
the same group.
Hylton's method follows the spirit of anopies in that it does
an initial rough grouping whi h is not a unique partition,
followed by a more ne-grained omparison of items within
ea h group. It di ers from anopies in that he forms one
group (\pool", in his terms) for every single item. (In our

terms, he requires the number of anopies to equal the number of items.) This is very expensive. Also, be ause ea h
pool is entered on a single item, Hylton does not support
the use of arbitrary lustering methods for the ne-grained
lustering portion of the algorithm.
Giles et al. [6℄ also study the domain of lustering itations. They present experiments with several di erent wordmat hing te hniques and one string edit based te hnique.
They nd that the best-performing method is a word mat hing algorithm similar to the Cora te hnique used in Se tion 3, augmented to use eld extra tion information and
bigrams. Their lesser-performing string edit distan e metri is similar to ours, but the lustering algorithm they use
with this metri is not greedy agglomerative lustering. Instead, they use an iterative mat h-and-remove algorithm to
perform the lustering.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

Clustering large data sets is a ubiquitous task. Astronomers
work to lassify stars into similar sets based on their images.
Sear h engines on the web seek to group together similar
do uments based on the words they ontain or based on
their itations. Marketers seek lusters of similar shoppers
based on their pur hase history and demographi s. Shopbots seek to identify similar produ ts based on the produ t
des riptions. Biologists seek to group DNA sequen es based
on the proteins they ode for or to group proteins based on
their fun tion in ells.
In all of these ases, the obje ts are hara terized by large
feature ve tors (the images, text, or DNA sequen es). Furthermore, in ea h ase there are inexpensive measures of
similarity that one an ompute (e.g. number of words in
ommon), and more expensive and a urate measures (e.g.
based on parse trees and part of spee h tagging for text or
string-edit distan es for DNA). Given large data sets with
hundreds of thousands or millions of entries, omputing all
pairwise similarities between obje ts is often intra table,
and more eÆ ient methods are alled for. Also, in reasingly, people are trying to t omplex models su h as mixture distributions or HMMs to these large data sets. Computing global models where all observations an a e t all
parameters is again intra table, and methods for grouping
observations (similarly to the grouping of obje ts above) are
needed. Canopies provide a prin ipled approa h to all these
problems.
In this paper we have fo used on referen e mat hing, a parti ular lass of problems that arise when one has many different des riptions for ea h of many di erent obje ts, and
wishes to know (1) whi h des riptions refer to the same obje t, and (2) what the best des ription of that obje t is. We
present experimental results for the domain of bibliographi
itation mat hing. Another important instan e of this lass
is the merge-purge problem. Companies often pur hase and
merge multiple mailing lists. The resulting list then has
multiple entries for ea h household. Even for a single person, the name and address in ea h version on the list may
di er slightly, with middle initials present or absent, words
abbreviated or expanded, zip odes present or absent. This
problem of merging large mailing lists and eliminating dupliates, be omes even more omplex for householding, where

one wishes to ollapse the re ords of multiple people who
live in the same household.
When information is extra ted from the web, the referen e
mat hing problem is even more severe. One an sear h the
web and extra t des riptions of produ ts and their attributes
(e.g. di erent models of Palm Pilots and their weight, memory, size, et .) or des riptions of ompanies and what industries and ountries in whi h they have business. This information extra tion is error-prone, but redundant|many
di erent sour es sell the same produ t. Again, the goal is to
luster des riptions into sets that des ribe the same produ t
or ompany, and then to determine a anoni al des ription.
Be ause of the the large number of items, feature dimensions and lusters, arefully omparing every item against
every other item is intra table in all the above ases. Fortunately, there are often heap and approximate means to
group items into overlapping subsets we all \ anopies", so
that a urate, expensive omparisons an be made between
items in the same anopy. Canopies, ideally, have the property that all items in any true luster fall in the same anopy;
this guarantees that no a ura y is lost by restri ting omparisons of items to those in the same anopy.
The anopy approa h is widely appli able. The heap measures an be binning, omparison of a few attributes of a
omplex re ord, or nding similarity using an inverted index.
The expensive measure an use detailed similarity measurements su h as string edit distan e omputed with dynami
programming. The lustering an be greedy agglomerative,
K-nearest neighbor, K-means, or any of a wide variety of
EM methods. The ommonality a ross the methods is the
reation of anopies using the heap measure so that the use
of the expensive measure is drasti ally redu ed.
We have demonstrated the su ess of the anopies approa h
on a referen e mat hing problem from the domain of bibliographi itations. Here we redu ed omputation time by
more than an order of magnitude while also slightly in reasing a ura y. In ongoing work we are running the anopies
algorithm on the full set of over a million itations and expe t redu ed omputation of ve orders of magnitude, from
more than one CPU year to a ouple hours. In future work
we will quantify analyti ally the orresponden e between the
heap and expensive distan e metri s, and we will perform
experiments with EM and with a wider variety of domains,
in luding data sets with real-valued attributes.
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